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OVERVIEW 
The goal of this playbook is to outline the requirements and steps in order to create a Propensity to 
Subscribe model and Risk of Churn model. By following the steps laid out within this playbook, publishers 
should be able to implement a centralized data hub in order to gain better insight into their users behaviors 
and by analyzing those deeper insights, use the learnings in an actionable, meaningful way.  
 
There are a few requirements which any publisher should review and confirm feasibility prior to diving into 
the technical components laid out in the sections following. 
 

BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS 
What Would a Publisher Need Prior to Getting Started? 

1. A core part of a successful project includes a dedicated team. That team can be made up of any 
number of people with varying roles, however, we recommend to at least have: 

a. Project manager  
b. An Analyst who deeply understands the Publishers Google Analytics implementation 

i. Note: this could be an agency partner, as long as they are available throughout the 
project to answer questions and implement components (where required). 

c. Technical lead to assist with any internal development work 
i. Likely the most crucial part of the team. Publishers will want to include someone who 

is proficient in SQL and who understands the Google Cloud Platform ecosystem 
intimately.  

d. Internal Data Analyst team  
i. This would be particularly fruitful for post-implementation to create meaningful 

actionable steps for the publisher to hone in on. 
2. Having a clear Goal and Vision of the project output 

a. Depending on your business model, the end goal may vary, however, it should be something 
that is concrete and outlines how the models should be utilized post-implementation. 

i. For example: “We want to model propensity to subscribe” is likely not clear enough 
activation plan / end goal 

ii. Some suggested questions on how to formulate the end goal vision could be: 
● What are the points of conversion they are interested in modeling for 

propensity? 
● Are those conversion points accurately tracked and reflected in the 

processed data? 
● How is churn defined? 

○ Cancelling subscription or something else? 
b. An Activation Plan 

i. Determining the end-goal activation plan will help the project stay focused and 
on-track 

ii. Suggested Activation plan Considerations 
● What is the ultimate end-goal for the project?  

○ For example: 
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■ Build Audiences for remarketing based on propensity to act  
■ Use an A/B testing tool to target onsite content based on 

disposition 
■ Deliver dynamic pricing offers via the paywall based on 

disposition  
● How will you analyze and act on the results? 

○ For example: 
■ Create dashboards to baseline performance to be able to 

assess the impact of new strategies against all performance 
metrics 

■ Test incremental lift in targeting specific audiences versus 
current remarketing strategies 

3. Data 
a. When the initial plan and wishes are established a data audit needs to take place to confirm 

all key events are being tracked accurately. 
i. It is important that the events are being tracked, however, you'll also want to confirm 

the tracking has been in-place and accurate for at least four (4) months. 
● Why? An accurate Machine Learning needs historical data that is both 

consistent and in-depth so the more data you have on-hand over an 
extended period of time, the better. 

ii. A few suggestions on key tracking events could include: 
● Successful Subscription 

○ Subscription type (monthly, annual) 
● Article Views 

○ Content Categories (Sports, Politics, etc.)  
○ Content Format type (Video, Infographic, Pictures, etc.) 
○ Author, Content/Copy Length 

● Newsletter Subscription (if offered) 
iii. The data needs to be important and needs to have consistent naming conventions 

and indexes for Custom Dimensions and Events across all Properties being analyzed 
iv. In order to connect Google Analytics data to internal data systems, paywall providers, 

POS, CRM's, etc. The business will need user/system IDs collected throughout the 
customer journey/site interaction.  

● We recommend using Google Analytics Custom Dimensions to capture this 
data to be used as the data integration key. 

● Keep in mind the keeping consistency across Properties for both Custom 
Dimensions and key Events is a crucial step in order to achieve accurate 
results. 

4. Budget 
a. Exact costs for a project like this will vary significantly based on; data size, number of models 

and their complexity, and supporting infrastructure (external data sources).  
i. With this variance, it is hard to suggest a specific budget but Publishers should plan 

for at least an estimated $250 monthly spend to keep the model up and running. 
● Note this cost estimate does not include the NLP API spend required   
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EXTERNAL DATA TRANSFER 
SFTP to BigQuery Solution 

External Paywall Service Provider: Data is imported into BigQuery as per the flow diagram below: 
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Paywall Service Provider: Subscriptions 

Paywall Service Provider: subscription data is automatically imported into BigQuery as the CSV files are 
posted to the SFTP.  The SFTP server is polled hourly, checking for files and then processes them when one 
matching the regex pattern  ^DATA - SCV Paywall Service Provider: SUBS FOR GOOGLE ML-20\d{6}\.txt$ 
is found.  Structured CSV Paywall Service Provider: subscription data is imported with only the following two 
transformations, any other columns are untouched. 
 

1. All timestamps are adjusted from Eastern timezone to UTC 
2. Blank(empty) column values are set to null 

 
The only column created is named “DateStartMonth” which is the first day of the month for the StartDate 
column.  This column is required in order to partition the data. During an import, only 2,000 partitions are 
allowed and using StartDate exceeds that limited by over 1,500 dates at the time of development (March 
2019) 
 
Each file imported does a complete overwrite of the previous data and is stored in a table with a suggested 
name datatransfer.Paywall Service Provider_subscription with the following schema definition: 
 

BVID INTEGER  
ThrotleID INTEGER  
AutoRenewAuthorized BOOLEAN  
ChargeCount INTEGER  
Price FLOAT  
Renewed STRING  
TotalCharged FLOAT  
DemoMortgage STRING  
DemoChildren INTEGER  
InterestCars BOOLEAN  
InterestCrafts BOOLEAN  
InterestFitness BOOLEAN  
InterestFood BOOLEAN  
InterestGardening BOOLEAN  
InterestHealthLiving BOOLEAN  
InterestHealth BOOLEAN  
InterestCat BOOLEAN  
InterestDog BOOLEAN  
InterestFinance BOOLEAN  
InterestMedical BOOLEAN  
InterestVacation BOOLEAN  
Paywall Service Provider ID  STRING  
Paywall Service ProviderUID STRING  
Email               STRING  

Paywall Service Provider Publication STRING
 

ProductType               STRING 
CampaignCodes STRING  
CancellationDate TIMESTAMP  
Device STRING  
LastBillingDate TIMESTAMP  
NextBillingDate TIMESTAMP  
OfferTemplateID STRING  
OfferTemplateName STRING  
PromoCode STRING  
RateType STRING  
SubscriptionStatusID STRING  
SubscriptionTrialEndDate TIMESTAMP  
StartDateTime TIMESTAMP  
Summary STRING  
TermID STRING  
TermName STRING  
Zip STRING  
DemoAgeCohort STRING  
DemoGender STRING  
DemoIncome STRING  
DemoMarital STRING  
DemoHomeOwnerStatus STRING  
StartMonthDate DATE  
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Paywall Service Provider: Subscriptions 

Paywall Service Provider subscription data is automatically imported into BigQuery as the CSV files are 
posted to the SFTP.  The SFTP server is polled hourly checking for files and processes them when one 
matching the regex pattern  ^DATA - SCV Paywall Service Provider SUBS FOR GOOGLE ML - 20\d{6}\.txt$ 
is found.  Structured CSV Paywall Service Provider subscription data is imported with only the following 
transformations, any other columns are untouched: 
 

1. Blank(empty) column values are set to null 
 
The only column created is named “StartMonthDate” which is the first day of the month for the StartDate 
column.  The reason this column is required is to partition the data. During an import, only 2000 partitions are 
allowed and using DateStart exceeds that limited by over 1,500 dates at the time of development (March 
2019) 
 
Each file imported does a complete overwrite of the previous data and is stored in the following table named 
datatransfer.Paywall Service Provider_subscription with the following schema definition: 
 

BVID:INTEGER 
ThrotleID:INTEGER 
SubscriptionID:INTEGER 
Publication:STRING 
PaymentType:STRING 
DateStart:TIMESTAMP 
DateStop:TIMESTAMP 
LastPaymentAmount:FLOAT 
DateLastPayment:TIMESTAMP 
SubStatus:STRING 
TotalPayments:FLOAT 
Zip:STRING 
DemoChildren:INTEGER 
InterestCars:BOOLEAN 
InterestCrafts:BOOLEAN 
InterestFitness:BOOLEAN 
InterestFood:BOOLEAN 

InterestGardening:BOOLEAN 
InterestHealthLiving:BOOLEAN 
InterestHealth:BOOLEAN 
InterestCat:BOOLEAN 
InterestDog:BOOLEAN 
InterestFinance:BOOLEAN 
InterestMedical:BOOLEAN 
InterestVacation:BOOLEAN 
Email:STRING 
ProductType:STRING 
DemoAgeCohort:STRING 
DemoGender:STRING 
DemoIncome:STRING 
DemoMarital:STRING 
DemoHomeOwnerStatus:STRING 
DemoMortgage:STRING 
StartMonthDate:DATE  
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CONVERSION POINTS 
Paywall Service Provider: Digital Subscriptions 

By importing Paywall Service Provider subscription file into BigQuery on a daily basis we are able to leverage 
its contents to determine a point in time when a subscriber when through the subscription process 
successfully. 
 
We are able to connect Google Analytics data with Paywall Service Provider data through Paywall Service 
ProviderUID. In all Paywall Service Provider based Google Analytics properties, CD16 is configured to capture 
Paywall Service ProviderUID once a user logs in. 
 
Paywall Service ProviderUID serves as the join key between the two datasets, then we can use 
StartDateTime from Paywall Service Provider, which tells us the start of the digital subscription, to establish 
the exact session of the conversion. 
 
Paywall Service Provider digital subscription segment can be expressed in SQL like this: 
 

WITH 
  PaywallServiceProviderAS ( 
  SELECT 
    PaywallServiceProviderUID 
  FROM ( 
    SELECT 
      ROW_NUMBER() OVER (PARTITION BY PaywallServiceProviderPublication, PaywallServiceProviderUID ORDER BY StartDateTime 
DESC) AS rn, 
      PaywallServiceProviderUID 
    FROM 
      `bigquery-project-name.datatransfer.PaywallServiceProvider_subscription`  
    WHERE 
      SubscriptionStatusID = "active" AND PaywallServiceProviderPublication = "PUBLISHER SITE 1" ) 
  WHERE 
    rn = 1 ), 
  ga AS ( 
  SELECT DISTINCT 
    fullVisitorId, 
    visitId, 
    (SELECT cds.value FROM UNNEST(customDimensions) AS cds WHERE cds.index = 16) AS PaywallServiceProviderUid 
  FROM 
    `bigquery-project-name.<ga-view-id>.ga_sessions_20190101 ̀ ) 
   
SELECT 
  ga.* 
FROM ga INNER JOIN PaywallServiceProvider 
ON ga.PaywallServiceProviderUid = PaywallServiceProvider.PaywallServiceProviderUID 

 
This segment can be used to filter out only current active subscriber sessions. 
Please note that PUBLISHER SITE 1 has been used as an example. 
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To filter out only sessions prior to conversion the SQL does get a little more complex: 
 

WITH 
  PaywallServiceProvider AS ( 
  SELECT 
    PaywallServiceProviderUID, 
    StartDateTime 
  FROM ( 
    SELECT 
      ROW_NUMBER() OVER (PARTITION BY PaywallServiceProviderPublication, PaywallServiceProviderUID ORDER BY StartDateTime 
DESC) AS rn, 
      * 
    FROM 
      `bigquery-project-name..datatransfer.PaywallServiceProvider_subscription`  
    WHERE 
      SubscriptionStatusID = "active" AND PaywallServiceProviderPublication = "PUBLISHER SITE 1" ) 
  WHERE 
    rn = 1 ), 
  ga AS ( 
  SELECT 
    * 
  FROM( 
    SELECT 
      fullVisitorId, 
      visitId, 
      TIMESTAMP_SECONDS(visitStartTime) as visitStartTime,  
      (SELECT cds.value FROM UNNEST(customDimensions) AS cds WHERE cds.index = 16) AS PaywallServiceProviderUid, 
      COUNTIF(visitNumber = 1) OVER (PARTITION BY fullVisitorId) as hasFirstVisit 
    FROM 
      `bigquery-project-name.<ga-view-id>.ga_sessions_*` 
      WHERE _TABLE_SUFFIX LIKE "201902%" ) 
    WHERE hasFirstVisit > 0 ) 
   
SELECT * EXCEPT(visitStartTime) 
FROM ( 
  SELECT 
    fullVisitorId, 
    visitId, 
    visitStartTime, 
    MAX(subTime) OVER (PARTITION BY fullVisitorId) as subscriptionTime 
  FROM ( 
    SELECT 
      fullVisitorId, 
      visitId, 
      visitStartTime, 
      StartDateTime, 
      FIRST_VALUE(StartDateTime IGNORE NULLS) OVER (PARTITION BY fullVisitorId ORDER BY visitStartTime) as subTime, 
      PaywallServiceProvider.PaywallServiceProviderUID, 
      ga.PaywallServiceProviderUid 
    FROM ga LEFT JOIN PaywallServiceProvider 
    ON ga.PaywallServiceProviderUid = PaywallServiceProvider.PaywallServiceProviderUID ) ) 
WHERE  visitStartTime < subscriptionTime  
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Paywall Service Provider: Digital Subscription 

Paywall Service Provider properties track the whole subscription funnel by default, so no external files are 
needed to pinpoint the exact subscription time and session. A specific Google Analytics event is tracked 
which signifies digital subscription success, this makes it very easy to create a segment of such users: 

SELECT 
  fullVisitorId, 
  visitId, 
  MIN(TIMESTAMP_SECONDS(visitStartTime)) as subscribedTime 
FROM `bigquery-project-name.<ga-view-id>.ga_sessions_20190303 ̀, UNNEST(hits) as hits 
WHERE hits.eventInfo.eventCategory = "Checkout" AND hits.eventInfo.eventAction = "SubscriptionSuccess" 
GROUP BY  
  fullVisitorId, 
  visitId 

 
Using the above query as a base we can get only sessions prior to each users conversion: 

WITH 
  Paywall Service Provider AS ( 
  SELECT 
    fullVisitorId, 
    visitId, 
    MIN(TIMESTAMP_SECONDS(visitStartTime)) AS subscribedTime 
  FROM 
    `bigquery-project-name.<ga-view-id>.ga_sessions_20190303 ̀, 
    UNNEST(hits) AS hits 
  WHERE 
    hits.eventInfo.eventCategory = "Checkout" 
    AND hits.eventInfo.eventAction = "SubscriptionSuccess" 
  GROUP BY 
    fullVisitorId, 
    visitId ) 
   
SELECT 
  ga.fullVisitorId, 
  ga.visitId 
FROM 
  `bigquery-project-name.<ga-view-id>.ga_sessions_20190303 ̀ as ga 
INNER JOIN PaywallServiceProvider 
ON ga.fullVisitorId = PaywallServiceProvider.fullVisitorId AND TIMESTAMP_SECONDS(ga.visitStartTime) <= 
PaywallServiceProvider.subscribedTime 

 
Both examples use Austin Statesman publication as an example.   
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MACHINE LEARNING PIPELINE 
Types of Pipelines 

For each model, we have 3 different ML pipelines implemented: 
● Training pipeline 
● Re-training pipeline 
● Prediction pipeline 

 

Pipeline Orchestration 

To be able to correctly synchronize all the steps in the pipeline, to start it when it needs to be started, to log 
the process etc...we need an overarching application that can handle this type of work. 
We developed a Google App Engine application which takes care of all the orchestration between different 
services we use like BigQuery, Cloud Storage, ML Engine, Cloud Functions. 
 

Training Pipeline 

Training pipeline is invoked when we need to do a full model retrain, meaning we delete all our existing 
model data and then train the model from the beginning all over again. 
A full train would happen if we add additional GA properties to the dataset, or if we change the model itself 
meaning we add additional features to it. 
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Diagram Flow  
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The whole pipeline is done within Google Cloud and is entirely serverless. 
 
Our model is using a machine learning python package from developed by Google called Tensorflow which 
pairs very nicely with Google Cloud Machine Learning Engine.  
 
Machine Learning Engine provides a managed environment to train and do predictions on Tensorflow 
models. 
 
Training pipeline is NOT running on any schedule, it is always triggered manually.   
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Re-training Pipeline 

This pipeline is very similar to a training pipeline, in fact, all the steps are exactly the same with two key 
differences. First, for model retrain we only use newly collected data that was not originally part of the initial 
training dataset, and second, we do not delete the existing model, but rather feed it new data. With this new 
data, the model is able to pick up from its current state and improve with new previously unseen data. 
 
Retraining pipeline is running on schedule, it runs every 1st Tuesday of the month at 5 AM EST and grabs all 
new data collected the previous month. 
 
Retraining allows us to capture new behaviors that might develop over time, so instead of our model being 
trained once and used for a long time and potentially become stale, we are constantly giving it new data so it 
could always stay up to date. 
 
This is very important if we think about how the predictions will be used and acted upon. Imagine you send 
out an email campaign to people most likely to subscribe, or have targeted ads for those people. Given the 
scores are good, those people might start converting faster based on more exposure or because discounts 
were offered. 
 
This actually changes the behavior of users, instead of them having a few more sessions to convert or be in 
flux to purchase a subscription or not, they actually start converting faster. A model that is not retrained often 
wouldn’t be able to pick up those changes. This is called a feedback loop and by continuously retraining the 
model we get rid of that problem. 
 

Prediction Pipeline 

As the name says, the prediction pipeline is used for making predictions on new data. In this case, we want to 
make new predictions every day when new ga_sessions tables are created.  
New ga_sessions table always contains all data from the previous day. 

Stackdriver Logging Export to PubSub 
We somehow have to know when those new tables become available so we can make predictions as soon 
as possible after the new data arrives. This can be accomplished by looking into BigQuery logging structure 
and find logs that correspond to ga_sessions table creation. 
 
We use the below logging filter to filter out ga_sessions table creation: 

resource.type="bigquery_resource" 
protoPayload.methodName="jobservice.jobcompleted" 
protoPayload.serviceData.jobCompletedEvent.eventName="load_job_completed" 
protoPayload.authenticationInfo.principalEmail="analytics-processing-dev@system.gserviceaccount.com" 
NOT protoPayload.serviceData.jobCompletedEvent.job.jobConfiguration.load.destinationTable.tableId:"ga_sessions_intraday" 

 
We can save this as a log export. It can be accessed here and is named GA360_DAILY_EXPORT. 
 
Every export log must have a sink. In our case, the sink is Google PubSub topic ga360-export. In terms of 
PubSub, Stackdriver Logging is the publisher of events to a topic and our AppEngine application is the 
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subscriber. So as soon as the event is published our endpoint in AppEngine which triggers the prediction 
pipeline is notified. This process enables us to run predictions as soon as a new table is available. 

Flow Diagram 
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PROPENSITY MODELING 
Combined Model for Digital Subscription Conversion Point 

We have created a combined model that takes data from multiple GA to BQ exports representing different 
publications. The model scores users based on the look-alike behavior of historical users who have at some 
point subscribed. 
 

The Propensity to Subscribe Scores 
As per the above-described machine learning pipelines, the model retrains every month on previous month’s 
data. Predictions on all properties occur as soon as a new daily table has been created by the GA to BQ 
process. 
 
Predictions to be stored in BigQuery and have the below schema: 

 
 
Because users are scored every day the table will include multiple rows for the same user, but for a different 
session. In most cases what is needed is just the last the most recent prediction for each user, that’s why we 
also created a view called view_predictions that gives only the latest prediction. 
 

Capturing User Behaviors to Build a Dataset 

Because data is stored in BigQuery we are able to use SQL to map out and create a dataset for each of the 
included properties. The dataset tries to map user behaviors using many data points that we found useful in 
the EDA analysis.  
 
We use column name target to tell apart rows that belong to users who eventually subscribed and those 
who have not (yet) done so. It’s important to note that we only use data prior to subscription for those who 
subscribed. This allows us to “compare” and find similarities between non-subscribed users and subscribed 
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users and predict ahead of time which of non-subscribed ones exhibits similar behavior to subscribers prior 
to their subscription.  
 
Below is the full set of data points included and their description: 
 

DATA POINT  DESCRIPTION 

Property  Google Analytics property this behaviour was captured on. 

channelGrouping  Google Analytics channel definition found here 
Direct, Paid Search, Referral... 

OS  Operating system of the device a user is on. 

Browser  Browser of the device a user is currently on. 

DeviceCategory  One of: desktop, mobile, tablet 

City  City from where the website was accessed from. 

Sessions  Number of total sessions up to the current one. 

Bounces  Ratio of bounced sessions up to the current one. 

avgTimeOnSite 
maxTimeOnSite 
totalTimeOnSite 

Average/max/sum time on site per session up to the current session. 

avgPageviews 
avgPageviewsSquared 
maxPageviews 
totalPageviews 

Average/max/sum pageviews per session up to the current session. 

avgHits 
avgHitsSquared 
maxHits 

Average/max hits per session up to the current session. 

avgTimesLoggedIn  Average number of times a user has logged in up to the current 
session. 

avgUniqueArticleRead 
totalUniqueArticlesRead 

Average/max number of unique articles read per session up to the 
current session. 

avgLocalContentBrowsed  Average number of local content browsed per session up to the 
current session. 

avgContentNews 
avgContentEntertainment 
avgContentSports 
avgContentOpinion 
avgContentBusiness 
avgContentObituaries 
avgContentLifestyle 

Average number of pages with specific content visited. 
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daysSinceFirstVisit  Number of days from the first session up to the current one. 

distinctDaysVisits  Number of distinct days a user has visited the site. 

visitsLifetimeRatio  distinctDaysVisits / daysSinceFirstVisit 

uniqueArticlesPerLifetimeDays  Number of unique articles read divided by number of days since the 
first visit. 

timeOnSitePerLifetimeDays  Total time spent on site divided by the number of days since the first 
visit. 

prevVisitsDaysAgo  How many days ago way the last visit to the site. Can be a float. 0.5 = 
12 hours 

avgDaysVisitFreq 
last5VisitsFreq 
last10VisitFreq 

Average amount of days between user's visits. Can be float. 
 

Target  1 -> behaviour belongs to a user who eventually purchased a digital 
subscription 
 
0 -> behaviour belongs to a user who has not yet completed a digital 
subscription 

 

Who is Getting Scored? 
When a new daily ga_sessions table becomes available we score the following devices if: 

● A device’s session count is more then 1 
○ First sessions are not scored 

● A device’s first visit is within our “usable data” date range 
○ We need all device sessions in order to complete an example row to predict on, but we are 

also limited to the data where proper tracking has been implemented. It could happen that a 
long time user who had their first visit before that date will have a new session on a current 
day. Because we can’t construct a full example going back to their first session we skip 
scoring them  

Interpreting Propensity Scores 

First thing we notice is that the scores range from 0 to 1. This can easily be mistaken for probability, however 
in this case it is not. 
 
To interpret scores we need to first understand how we validate and pick the best model. Model is based on 
a neural net which goes through the data in chunks and at the end of each chunk/batch tries to figure out 
how to best change its internal weights so that the next batch that comes in will hopefully have a lower error 
rate than the previous one. And so it goes, one batch at the time, trying to minimize the error. 
 
So the first important concept here is the error.  
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As a reminder we have two targets 1 and 0, 1 means the session belongs to someone who subscribed and 0 
means the session belongs to someone who hasn’t subscribed. The job of the model is to output a number 
as close to 0 if the target is 0 and a number as close to 1 if the target is 1. It’s clear that the model can’t always 
learn everything spot on, so it can output a number like 0.1 when the target is 0, or 0.7 when the target is 1. 
This means that it has accumulated some error, in the first case the error was 0.1 and in the second 0.3. 
 
When we train models to determine which one is the best we monitor the error (or loss as it’s often referred 
to) and select the model with the lowest error on the evaluation set. Evaluation set is data which the model 
never sees and does not learn from, this way we can be sure that we don’t overfit the model, which means 
we would evaluate the model on the same data that we learn from. 
 
The error metric is very useful when comparing model performance, but less useful when we want to 
understand the performance of the model in more “human” terms like accuracy. 
 
Accuracy is the first one that comes to mind as it’s very well known and generally people understand what it 
means. 
 
It’s simply the ratio of how many times did the model get it right divided by the number of all examples.  
To calculate accuracy based on our scores (ranging from 0 to 1), we would first need to determine when is it 
that the model predicts 1 and when it predicts 0. Usually one would use a threshold of 0.5 and simply say, 
everything above 0.5 we will say the model predicts as 1 and everything below 0.5 we will say the model 
predicts as 0. So instead of now having scores ranging from 0 to 1, you only end up with predictions of either 
a 1 or 0. 
 
This is very logical but in our case an extremely bad measure of the model. 
 
Consider this case, we have 100 examples, 5 are labeled as 1 and 95 are labeled as 0. If our model “predicts” 
zero for all 100 examples our accuracy is 95% which is great, but we didn’t even do one correct prediction for 
the target 1. 
 
This happens when the target variable is very unbalanced or skewed toward one side. We are dealing with 
the same thing in predicting digital subscribers, we have very few who subscribed and a lot who did not. 
 
We need to look at some other measures that better deal with unbalanced targets. There are two that 
present themselves right away - precision and recall. Both can deal with unbalanced targets, but try to 
measure two different things, now it’s up to us which ones we choose based on what we’ll use predictions 
for. 
 
Precision tells us how accurate we are if we only look at cases when our prediction is 1. 

 
This measure is used if we don’t want our model to make mistakes, meaning if the model predicts 1 we want 
it to really be 1 with a high probability. For example, in a zombie apocalypse, you’ve made a model to predict 
who is going to turn into a zombie or not, based on your model people are either rejected into your safe zone 
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or accepted. It’s important that you tune the model to have high precision, so when it predicts 1 meaning this 
person won’t become a zombie, you really are sure they are not a zombie. 
 
While precision is great, in our case it might not be the best measure to use. We don’t lose anything if we 
predict wrong, in our case it’s better if we label more people as “likely to subscribe” even if they don’t, but 
make sure that the group we are labeling as “likely to subscribe” does include as much users as possible that 
exhibit the same behaviour as those who did subscribe. 
 
Enter recall. Recall is worried about capturing as much relevant examples as possible even if it means 
lowering precision. 

 
A very typical example is a call center cold calling people. When they create a group of people to call, they 
want to include as many relevant likely to buy people as possible, so you want to make you group large. By 
no means you want to make your group super small which would increase precision, but would leave out 
potential people who would still buy. 
 
Our case is similar, we want to see how good our recall is, so our group captures all people that look like 
those who did subscribe. We are not that concerned if some people slip by as long as we know we have 
most of the high value ones. 
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There is a clear balance between precision and recall, if you want to raise one the other one drops. You raise 
or drop it by adjusting the threshold of when we call a prediction 1 or 0. As said usually we start at 0.5, but if 
we raise it to say 0.9, we are saying 1 much less times, but we are being more precise about it, while if we 
drop it to 0.4, we are saying 1 more, having higher recall, but lower precision. 
 
A very good explanation can be found here. 
 
However, the best part is, at the end of the day, we don’t even want to say 1 or 0 in our case, we can leave it 
as a range between 0 and 1. 
 
Our scores actually represent how close somebody looks to a user who did subscribe as opposed to a 
probability that that person will convert. So the best way for the score’s interpretation is the higher the score 
the more this user looks like someone who exhibits the same behaviour as someone who did subscribe. 
 

 

Predicted Score  Recall  Precision 

0  1.  0.04355665 

0.05  0.9978444   0.04712788  

0.1  0.995593   0.05023287  
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0.15  0.9939374   0.05333795  

0.2  0.9919584   0.0564285  

0.25  0.98727894   0.05955685  

0.3  0.98069835   0.0628273  

0.35  0.9751417   0.06641703  

0.4  0.9696239   0.07031478  

0.45  0.9637649   0.07470924  

0.5  0.9570945   0.07976854  

0.55  0.94657695   0.08554661  

0.6  0.9339876   0.09258861  

0.65  0.90583   0.10042872 

0.7  0.8832231  0.11267911 

0.75  0.84793705  0.13105449 

0.8  0.7572789   0.17089385 

0.85  0.64598083  0.22486329 

0.9  0.4582546   0.29361787 

0.95  0.12494723  0.2675788 

 
AUC: 0.8592925 
AUC Precision and Recall: 0.9128176 

How Can This Data Become Useful? 

Custom analysis in BigQuery 

Scores data is stored in BigQuery along with all the rest of the data. Because the scores data also include 
some metadata such as fullVisitorId, visitId and property names you can directly connect users with their 
Google Analytics sessions which allows for numerous custom analysis based on Google Analytics and 
propensity scores data. 
 

Data Studio Report 

Once you do the analysis in BigQuery, it often makes sense to expose parts of it to the wider audience who 
may not know SQL. Reporting tools such as Data Studio allow native connections to BigQuery to visualize 
your findings for clearer insights into the data. 
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Actionable insights with Google Analytics integration 

Google Analytics allows for data import of custom data. This is a very handy feature if you want to bring in 
some external data. In most cases that may be some CRM data or cost data, but it can also be propensity 
scores data, or rather groups of users who share a similar score. 
 
In the scores table, you will find ga_client_id which is the content of the Google Analytics cookie which is 
stored on the user’s device. This can act as the join key between your Google Analytics data and score 
groups. 
 
One key requirement has to be met and this is, you have to track GA client id as a user scoped custom 
dimension in your Google Analytics property. 
If this condition is met, you can use user data import feature of data import to bring in score groups. You just 
need to create a new custom dimension when the new data will be loaded into for each user. 
You can read more about user data import and what it can provide here.  
 

Using BigQuery API 

API can be used to query data in a completely custom way. There are two general ways of pulling data: 
● Running a query type job getting the data you want we HTTP requests 
● Running an extract type job exporting data to GCS 

 
First approach makes sense if you are not extracting a lot of data, perhaps up to 100 to 200MB where HTTP 
calls can be efficient enough. For larger export and extraction to GCS is faster and more reliable. 
 
Documentation: https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/docs/reference/rest/v2/ 

Endpoint groups: 
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Tables and Jobs Endpoints: 

 
 

Jobs.insert Endpoint 

 
 

1. Create insert job (load, query, extract, copy) 
2. Periodically check job status with Jobs.get 
3. If job type is “query” use, Jobs.getQueryResults to get data 

 

CHURN ANALYSIS 
Combined Model for Digital Subscription Churn Conversion Points 

We have created a combined model for identifying churn of users who have previously digitally subscribed. 
The model takes into account data from multiple GA to BQ exports representing different publications. The 
model scores users based on a look-alike behaviour of historical users who have at some point churned. 
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End of Subscription: Paywall Service Provider Definition 
Because Paywall Service Provider feed doesn’t give us a direct end of subscription date, we had to come up 
with some custom logic to make it work. 
 
Crucial step is to extract term length from the “TermName” and “Summary” columns in Paywall Service 
Provider feed. 
 
We found that we can be most comfortable extracting 1 month and 12 months terms, this does not capture 
all subscribers, so some edge cases, where term length could not be confidently determined were dropped. 
 
Below is the SQL CASE statement to determine term: 

CASE 
         WHEN SubscriptionStatusID = "active" THEN ROUND(DATETIME_DIFF(CAST(NextBillingDate AS DATETIME), 
CAST(LastBillingDate AS DATETIME),  DAY)/30.5,0) 
         WHEN ( (LOWER(TermName) LIKE '%/yr%' 
           OR LOWER(TermName) LIKE '%year%'OR LOWER(TermName) LIKE '%annual%') 
         OR (LOWER(Summary) LIKE '%/yr%' 
           OR LOWER(Summary) LIKE '%year%') ) THEN 12.0 
         WHEN ChargeCount > 1 AND SubscriptionTrialEndDate IS NULL AND ((ROUND(datetime_diff(CAST(LastBillingDate AS datetime), 
CAST(StartDateTime AS datetime),  DAY)/30.5,0)+1)/ChargeCount )<13 THEN ROUND((ROUND(datetime_diff(CAST(LastBillingDate AS 
datetime),  CAST(StartDateTime AS datetime),  DAY)/30.5,0)+1)/ChargeCount,0) 
         WHEN ChargeCount > 1 
       AND SubscriptionTrialEndDate IS NOT NULL 
       AND (ROUND(datetime_diff(CAST(LastBillingDate AS datetime), 
             CAST(SubscriptionTrialEndDate AS datetime), 
             DAY)/30.5,0)+1)/ChargeCount <13 THEN ROUND((ROUND(datetime_diff(CAST(LastBillingDate AS datetime), 
               CAST(SubscriptionTrialEndDate AS datetime), 
               DAY)/30.5,0)+1)/ChargeCount,0) 
         ELSE NULL 
       END AS TermMonths 

 
Once we got the term we were able to follow the below procedure to obtain the end of subscription: 

● If status equals “active” then use next billing date + 8 grace period days 
● If status equals “cancelled” then use cancellation date 
● If status equals “expired” or “payment failure” then use last billing date + (term months x 30 + 8) 

Churn Scores 
As per the above-described machine learning pipelines, the model retrains every month on previous month’s 
data. Prediction so all properties occur as soon as new daily table has been created by the GA to BQ process. 
Each day we update the scores of ALL active subscribers even if they did not visit the site the previous day. 
This is because Churn Scores are affected if someone doesn’t come to the site for a period of time. 
 
Predictions are stored in BigQuery and have the below schema: 
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Because users are scored every day the table will include multiple rows for the same user, but for a different 
day. In most cases what is needed is just the last the most recent prediction for each user, that’s why we 
recommend creating a view called view_predictions that gives only the latest prediction. 
 
Predictions try to predict if a user will churn in the next 28 days. The higher the number, the closer to one, the 
higher the probability of churn. 

Capturing Churn User Behaviours to Build a Dataset 
We look at only sessions while a user has been subscribed to monitor only part of the subscription journey 
and not what happened before.  
User behaviour that ends up with a churn is market as 1 in the target column, and 0 is for users who have not 
yet churned. 
 
Below is the fill set of data points included and their description: 
 

DATA POINT  DESCRIPTION 

Property  Google Analytics property this behaviour was captured on. 

SubNumber  Number of subscriptions a user had up to this point. 

TermMonths  Either 1 month or 12 months. 

AutoReviewAuthorized  Whether or not a user has auto review authorized. 

Trial  Whether or not this is a trial 

ChargeCount  How many payment has a user done. 
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Price  How much is a user paying for the current subscription. 

Renewed  Was a subscription ever renewed? 

Last10<feature>  Group of features like average time on site, but only looking at 
from the 5th to the 10th session. 
 
Same features as for the Propensity to Subscribe but looking at 
limited sessions. 

Last5<feature>  Group of features like average time on site, but only looking at the 
last 5 sessions. 
 
Same features as for the Propensity to Subscribe but looking at 
limited sessions. 

daysSinceFirstVisit  Number of days from the first session up to the current one. 

distinctDaysVisit  Number of distinct days a user has visited the site. 

visitsLifetimeRatio  distinctDaysVisits / daysSinceFirstVisit 

uniqueArticlesPerLifetimeDays  Number of unique articles read divided by number of days since 
the first visit. 

timeOnSitePerLifetimeDays  Total time spent on site divided by number of days since the first 
visit. 

prevVisitsDaysAgo  How many days ago way the last visit to the site. Can be a float. 
0.5 = 12 hours 

avgDaysVisitFreq 
last5VisitsFreq 
last10VisitFreq 

Average amount of days between user's visits. Can be float. 

StatusPaymentFailure|StatusActive|St
atusExpired 

1 or 0. 1 for the one where status corresponds to a user. 

daysToMetaEndLastSession  Number of days from a users last session to the potential end of 
subscription 

daysToMetaEnd  Number of days from now to the potential end of subscription. 

daysSinceBillingLastSession  Number for days from the last session to the last billing date. 

daysSinceBilling  Number of days from now to the last billing date. 

Target  1 -> behaviour belongs to a user who eventually churned from a 
digital subscription 
 
0 -> behaviour belongs to a user who did not churn from a digital 
subscription 
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Who is Getting Scored? 
 
When a new daily ga_sessions table becomes available we score the following subscribers: 

● A subscriber that is a pure digital subscriber (not all-access) 
● A subscriber with an active subscription status 
● A subscriber with and expired or payment failure status, but within a grace period 
● A subscriber where their subscription end date is within our “usable data” data range 

Interpreting Churn Scores 
The ratio between 1s and 0s here is a bit more favourable than it is for Propensity to Subscribe. While we are 
still dealing with quite an unbalanced dataset, 1 churn in 10 subscribers, doesn’t skew some metrics that 
much.  
 
While for Propensity to Subscribe recall is considered the metric to optimize, because it’s important that the 
key high value users float near the top, so when we grab them, our conversion rate jumps up. For Churn 
Scores we could say the same thing, but we also need the top to be clean, we need to make sure that if we 
go beyond a certain threshold only users who are really really likely to churn are there. 
 
This is because we don’t want to “spam” subscribers who are not in danger to get “Hey, please don’t churn 
emails” for example. This makes precision important as well as recall. So for churn both of those came into 
play and attention needs to be paid to both. 
 
A very good metrics that tries to showcase the confidence of the predictions is AUC. AUC takes into account 
true positive rate and false positive rate. It  provides an aggregate measure of performance across all 
possible classification thresholds. One way of interpreting AUC is the probability that the model ranks a 
random positive example more highly than a random negative example 
Very nice article about this can be found here. 
 

 

Predicted Score  Recall  Precision 

0  1.   0.1144207 

0.05  0.9973193  0.18437466 

0.1  0.99293864   0.20530759 

0.15  0.98986566   0.22117604 

0.2  0.9869888  0.23485985 

0.25  0.9839158  0.24864513 

0.3  0.9801236  0.26279068 

0.35  0.9745987   0.2776774 

0.4  0.96953154  0.29417542 
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0.45  0.963124   0.31317502 

0.5  0.95292425  0.33443093 

0.55  0.93350554  0.36041096 

0.6  0.9059139   0.3961714 

0.65  0.86704373   0.4256323 

0.7  0.8220602   0.45675984 

0.75  0.6046291  0.60629404 

0.8  0.55255157  0.68335086 

0.85  0.4755958  0.77399445 

0.9  0.3219458  0.857765 

0.95  0.08355945  0.8965275 

 
AUC: 0.9444542 
AUC Precision and Recall: 0.93955094 
 

How Will this Data Become Useful? 
Please refer to the above as the same applies here.   
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REPORTING SUGGESTIONS 

Visualizing the checkout funnel 
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Join Google Analytics data with subscription data 
Gives the ability to segment digital tracking data with subscription data such as term type, type of subscription… 
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Segmenting users based on their propensity score bucket 

 
 
 
 

Content breakdown by propensity to subscribe and churn 
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ARCHITECTURES 
Propensity to Digitally Subscribe Scores 
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Churn Scores 
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SURFACING PROPENSITY SCORES 
Moving Scores from BigQuery to Datastore 

In order to serve propensity scores as fast as possible, we have to move the scores away from BigQuery and into 
Datastore. BigQuery is great for processing large amounts of data, but is not suited for cases where we need a 
quick millisecond response. 
Datastore is the exact opposite, it’s great for small pieces of data to be served very quickly. 
 
We have a sync job that runs every day at 5 PM EST and moves all updates to the Datastore. 
<WHAT SCORES DO WE TRANSFER> 
 

 

REST API Call 

To easily retrieve scores on the client side, we have developed a REST API GET call which returns a small JSON 
object with scores. 
 
URL: https://bigquery-project-name.appspot.com/api/propensity 
Query parameters: 
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cid: should be Google Analytics Client ID 
pn: property name  
GET Request: 
https://bigquery-project-name.appspot.com/api/propensity?cid=295524412.1558134345&pn=publisher-domain.com 
 
Response: 
{ 

"hit": true, // true/false -> based on if a user was found or not  
"property": "publisher name", // pn parameter 
"cid": "294810442.1548657385" // cid parameter 
"sessions": 2, // number of sessions for a user, None if hit=false 
"p_bucket": ">P20&<P45", // propensity bucket for a user, null if hit=false 
“score”: 0.9, // raw propensity score  
“last_visit_date”: “2019-06-09” // date of the last visit 

} 

 
 

 
 

 
Have Questions? Reach out!  
Adswerve is a team of 200+ industry leaders using data discovery to help our clients create insightful 
marketing strategies.  As a company, Adswerve is obsessed with bringing life to data and illuminating human 
connections for hundreds of agencies, analysts and marketers—solving complex challenges for some of the 
biggest brands in the world. Adswerve is a Google Cloud Marketing Analytics, Google Analytics, and Google 
Cloud, Premier Partner and can help business both large and small execute on projects such as this. Reach 
out to our team of experts at contact@adswerve.com  to learn more. 
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About Adswerve 

Adswerve is a team of industry leaders who believe smart 

marketing is built on data discovery. Some of us are former 

Analytics Pros data scientists, others are media experts. 

We’re all obsessed with bringing life to data and illuminating 

connections for hundreds of agencies and some of the 

world’s biggest brands. Learn more at www.adswerve.com.

About The Google News Initiative

The Google News Initiative is our effort to help journalism 

thrive in the digital age through evolving business models  

to drive sustainable growth, elevating quality journalism  

and empowering news organizations with new technology.

For more information visit: 

www.adswerve.com  

g.co/newsinitiative 

https://www.adswerve.com/
http://g.co/newsinitiative
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